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Collectively, these three books represent recent contributions to the
field of urban economics. They were sponsored by the Committee on
Urban Economics organized under a Ford Foundation grant to Resources
for the Future. The Thompson book is a basic economic text, clearly
written, which should prove understandable to a large audience of urban
governmental practitioners and social scientists. Thompson views the
urban area as a &dquo;little economy&dquo; and devotes most of his attention to its
private sector. The other two volumes are a collection of papers (20)
presented at the 1962 and 1964 Conferences on Urban Public Expendi-
tures, sponsored by RFF. The conference papers focus on the role of
public expenditures in the urban economy.
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URBAN AFFAIRS QUARTERLY
The three volumes address themselves to different aspects of urban
behavior. The following chart identifies significant aspects of the urban
private and public economic system:
ASPECTS OF URBAN ECONOMIC BEHAVIOR
Professor Thompson has divided his book into two parts. &dquo;An inter-
urban income and employment analysis which stresses structure and
process in Part I gives way in Part II to an intraurban analysis more
heavily oriented to problems and policy.&dquo; In Part I, he stresses the rele-
vant interactions of the following aspects of urban economics: exogenous
economy, endogenous economy, labor pool, population characteristics,
and political characteristics. These aspects are examined in terms of
&dquo;three basic indexes of economic welfare:&dquo;
1. Afguence-a higher and growing level of real income and expen-
diture opportunities.
2. Equity-income distribution under the free market system and its
redistribution through local government actions.
3. Stability-relating to sessions, business cycles, and growth as well
as to &dquo;efficiency in the use of resources.&dquo;
Throughout the &dquo;non prescriptive&dquo; Part I, the genesis of urban centers
and questions of economic level, distribution, and stability in the local
economy are examined in the framework of an &dquo;export base theory.&dquo;
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The exogenous portion of the local economy is seen as the driving force
for the endogenous or service sector, and ultimately the public sector.
Each urban area has a unique grouping of the factors of production-
land, labor, capital, and management. This natural &dquo;advantage&dquo; in large
part determines the direction and magnitude of growth. After an urban
area reaches a certain minimum population size (roughly 350,000), it
allegedly develops internal economics of scale-through its labor pool,
population, and service base-and constitutes a viable urban system
capable of &dquo;surviving&dquo; under nearly all conditions. The built-in con-
sumer demand of the system and its supply of labor and services, enables
the area to adapt to externally imposed changes in the export base.
Part II is concerned with problems. The urban planning function is
discussed in the context of: &dquo;( 1 ) The causes and consequences of pov-
erty, (2) the neglect of the role of price, and (3) the social, economic,
and political implications of great size.&dquo; A number of prescriptions are
offered in the framework of the mechanisms in Part I.
If Thompson’s work can be faulted, the source of difficulty rests in
its prescriptive orientation. One major objective of the book was to
&dquo;bridge the gap that has developed between economists and urban
planners.&dquo; In so doing, he has freely mixed descriptive with prescriptive
theory. Rather than describe the urban economic system as it is (positive
theory) or the system as it ought to be (normative theory), the two
viewpoints are mixed. This is unimportant i f you accept Professor
Thompson’s normative performance criteria or goals.
In summary, Professor Thompson has developed an impressive and
easily understandable conception of an urban system. Some difficulties
arise, however, if one wishes to use his positive theory to build upon.
Thompson’s emphasis is clearly on the private sector as the basic
determinant of urban economic activity. Local government, through pub-
lic expenditures, is able to encourage only marginal changes in the extra-
governmental variables. On the other hand, Thompson implies that these
extra-governmental variables influence public expenditures, though only
indirectly, through the revenues constraint. Thus the relationship be-
tween extra-governmental variables and public expenditures is blurred
by the governmental allocation process.
The collections of readings in the Margolis and Schaller volumes
focus on different aspects of the urban-economy problem-the role of the





The papers in the Schaller and Margolis volumes generally assume a
working knowledge of welfare economics literature. A key concept is
that of &dquo;externalities.&dquo; Choice between public and private decision
making is based on external economics ( diseconomics ) that can be re-
alized (avoided) through collective action that could not have been
achieved (avoided) through uncoordinated private action. Most of the
papers are aimed at specifying appropriate (given assumed values and
conditions) behavior. &dquo;Appropriate behavior&dquo; also includes the specifi-
cation of the appropriate decision system-the private sector (the exoge-
nous or endogenous economy), individuals, or public officials. Cost-
benefit analysis can be viewed as a set of decision procedures (for public
officials ) that involves the identification of policy consequences and their
evaluation.
The dissimilarity between the generally normative approaches taken
in the public expenditure papers and Thompson’s approach tells us how
little we really know about the urban economic system (especially posi-
tive theories of the political decision process). In order for normative
approaches to be more than intellectual exercises we first must understand
the existing urban decision systems. We need both descriptive (positive)
and prescriptive (normative) theories. In many ways, they depend on
one another for their relevance. The RFF sponsored work represents a
series of valuable first steps in the emerging and highly important field of
urban systems.
